
Collaborating with clients to 
take on critical legal tasks 
with high-speed precision

teamwork

People. Partnership. Performance.

Epiq Australia & New Zealand



Clients rely on Epiq experts, technologies and resources to streamline the 
complex, costly, and time-consuming administration of legal matters. This 
includes litigation, investigations, financial transactions, regulatory compliance 
and other business operations. We bring valuable efficiencies, clarity, and other 
improvements to these vital tasks—around the corner and around the world.

scalable resources— 
reliable, local relationships

eDiscovery
Forensics &  
administration

Processing & hosting

Managed document 
review

Advanced technologies

Professional &   
consulting services

eDiscovery managed 
services

court 
reporting
Court hearings 
& arbitrations

Depositions

Recording &  
transcription

Public sector

Electronic bundles

regulatory & 
compliance
Data breach

Data protection

Information governance

Records management

Contract lifecycle 
management

business 
process 
solutions
Onsite management 
services 

Legal document 
processing 

Corporate & 
financing transaction 
administration

Records management
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80+ offices

18 offices and  5 data centres in the Asia Pacific region

15 data centres 5,200+ people globally

trial 
technologies
eHearings

Electronic court book 
preparation

Courtroom setup 

Professional & consulting 
services



6of6
top-tier firms 
are clients

100%
of major Australia 
& New Zealand law 
firms are clients

150+
law firm or government 
agency engagements 
in Australia
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We’re taking on fast-moving, high-stakes legal support 
tasks with greater efficiency, speed and confidence. Call 
it competitive advantage.

advantage

leading the field
eDiscovery

acquired NuLegal 
in 2017 to build the 
most innovative 
eDiscovery service 
offering

court reporting 

largest pool of 
experienced 
real-time court 
reporters in 
Australia and 
globally

trial technologies

track record of 
more than 50 
successfully 
executed eTrials 
and eArbitrations

business process solutions 

staffed law firm 
on-site operations  
help law firms 
focus on what they 
do best

regulatory & compliance

leader in data 
security, privacy 
and cross-border 
arbitration, 
litigation and 
regulatory response  

Epiq Australia & New Zealand

market leaders 
since 1954; offices in 
Melbourne, Sydney, 
Brisbane, Perth, 
Darwin, Canberra,  
and Christchurch



10+
dedicated
eDiscovery 
consultants

250+
professionals based in 
Australia and New Zealand

25+
private/public sector 
contracts of varying scale 
and complexity throughout 
the region
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people. partnership.
performance.

eDiscovery
If you need large volumes of data collected, 
processed and ready to review, at scale, 
Epiq can help you deliver. You can rely on 
Epiq to meet your precise eDiscovery needs, 
from the simplest data collection to the 
most complex document reviews. Choose 
from today’s most complete suite of 
powerful eDiscovery solutions and achieve 
unmatched efficiency.

When eDiscovery clarity, accuracy and 
speed are required, count on expert 
guidance, technological efficiencies and 
clockwork reliability across borders, time 
zones and devices.

court reporting
Epiq is the global leader in court reporting, 
trial technology and transcription. 
From Sydney to Hong Kong to London 
and beyond, Epiq utilises cutting-edge 
technology and a proven network of court 
reporters to deliver timely and accurate 
solutions to our clients. 

We provide real-time transcription, 
electronic bundles and evidence 
presentation solutions, and hold the 
largest number of digital audio recording 
and transcription contracts across 
Australia and New Zealand.

regulatory & compliance
Dealing with regulatory and compliance 
burdens is a complex and time-consuming 
process.  With our extensive knowledge 
and meticulous attention to detail, we 
ensure the security and protection of your 
company inside and out.

From information governance, 
data protection advice and records 
management, to data breach response 
and legal contract lifecycle management, 
we help reduce the burdens of 
compliance management while keeping 
you safe within the growing network of 
our secure Epiq knowledge centres.

business process solutions
Our diverse lineup of administrative 
services improves efficiency and 
streamlines workloads, ensuring you have 
the time to focus on other important 
matters.

Our solutions include recruitment for 
specific projects, on-site office services, 
records management, outsourced word 
processing and secretarial support.

Epiq Australia & New Zealand

trial technologies
In the digital age, the volume of material 
before the court is growing and creating 
new document management challenges. 
Advances in technology have streamlined 
the trial process, while fostering the growth 
of intuitive and efficient work processes. 

From eHearings to electronic court book 
management and consulting, Epiq is the 
answer.



People. Partnership. Performance.

Court Reporting

eDiscovery 

Trial Technologies

Regulatory & Compliance

epiqglobal.com

enquiries@epiqglobal.com




